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Introduction: The Sun with the heliosphere around 

it moves through the local interstellar medium (ISM). 

The solar wind interacts with the interstellar gas form-

ing a complex interaction region, heliospheric inter-

face, at the edge of the heliosphere at the distance ap-

proximately 100 AU from the Sun. The schematic pic-

ture of this region is shown in Figure 1. The interstellar 

gas surrounding the heliosphere is weakly ionized 

plasma mainly consisting of hydrogen atoms (H at-

oms). Interstellar H atoms penetrate through the inter-

action region to the heliosphere. As H atoms travel, 

they interact with plasma protons in the resonant 

charge-exchange process and a newly created H atom 

inherits properties from the plasma proton. Since H 

atoms move through the regions with different plasma 

properties (regions 1,2,3,4 in Figure 1), different popu-

lations of H atoms exists in the heliosphere. Properties 

of plasma in the heliosphere and its boundary are im-

printed on H atoms that can be observed near Earth 

directly or through remote sensing. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic pucture of the heliospheric inter-

face. 

 

Solar Lyman-α radiation (with the wavelength at 

line center 1215.67 A and line width about 1 A) is ef-

fectively backscattered by H atoms in the heliosphere. 

Spectral properties of the backscattered  Lyman-α 

emission depend on the distribution of H atoms (densi-

ty, velocity and temperature). The H distribution in the 

heliosphere (near Earth) is affected by several factors: 

1) solar wind and solar radiation; 2) plasma parameters 

in the heliospheric interface;  3) parameters in the local 

ISM. Measurements of interplanetary Lyman-α emis-

sion near Earth provide a unique possibility to investi-

gate global properties of the solar wind and interaction 

of the heliosphere with the interstellar medium. Addi-

tionally, observations of Lyman-α are valuable for 

studies of Earth exosphere and comets. The remote 

diagnostic of hydrogen through Lyman-α emission re-

mains an important technique due to the difficulty of 

direct measurements of hydrogen because of their low 

energies. 

Previous mission: The instrument SWAN (Solar 

Wind Anisotropies) on SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric 

Observatory) has been mapping the backscattered 

Lyman-α emission from the interplanetary H atoms for 

22 years by now (Figure 2). SWAN observations made 

possible several important discoveries in heliophysics: 

1) to determine the deflection of hydrogen flow in the 

heliosphere relative to the direction of the local ISM 

flow which constrained the direction of the magnetic 

field in the local ISM [1]; 2) to determine the tempera-

ture of interstellar H atoms in the heliosphere [2]; 3) to 

reveal variations of latitudinal structure of the solar 

wind during two solar cycles and find characteristic 

maxima of solar wind mass flux during solar maximum 

reflecting effects of solar active regions [3, 4] SWAN 

data were routinely and efficiently used for calibration 

of other instruments,  analysis of emission from Earth 

exosphere and comets. 

These scientific results brought a new understand-

ing of properties of the local ISM, nature of the interac-

tion between the solar wind and local ISM and solar 

wind variability with the solar cycle. Additionally, 

analysis of SWAN data provided observationally con-

strained boundary conditions for the global models of 

the solar wind and heliosphere[4, 5]. 
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Figure 2. Full sky maps of intensity of scattered 

Lyman-a emission observed on SWAN/SOHO. 

 

Proposed instrument: To continue global monitoring 

of the scattered Lyman-α radiation in the future we 

propose to develop an instrument measuring an intensi-

ty and spectra of interplanetary scattered Lyman-α 

emission. Capability of measuring of Lyman-α line 

profiles in different line of sights will be a major im-

provement compared to the SWAN instrument which 

did not perform systematic measurements of Lyman-α 

spectra. 

The science objectives are the following: 

1. Global monitoring of the latitudinal struc-

ture of the solar wind during the solar cycle  

The instrument will deliver full sky maps of scattered 

Lyman-α emission with increased angular resolution in 

the range 0.01-0.1° (compared to 1° on exsisting 

SWAN) every 0.5-2 days (this will depend on the pos-

sibility to scan the full sky and the time required to 

acquire the signal). Lyman-α intensity maps will be 

used in an improved inversion procedure [6] to infer 

the latitudinal structure of the solar wind mass flux 

with a resolution of few degrees. This will allow for the 

investigation of  the variation of solar activity and the 

distribution of active regions on the Sun during the 

solar cycle; and will provide an observationally con-

strained solar wind mass flux  that is essential for glob-

al models of the heliosphere. 

2. Diagnostics of active regions on the far side 

of the Sun 

Solar active regions emit higher flux of the solar 

Lyman- photons compared to quiet solar regions 

which results in an increased intensity of scattered 

Lyman- emission. If an active region exists on the far 

side of the Sun (which normally is impossible to ob-

serve from Earth) we will see its imprint on the full sky 

map of Lyman- emission as a region with stronger 

intensity [7]. Analysis of Lyman-α intensity maps along 

with supporting modeling work will facilitate predict-

ing the existence, determining the location and explor-

ing the evolution of active regions on the far side of the 

Sun.  

3. Determine characteristics of the hydrogen 

distribution in the heliosphere, perform re-

mote diagnostics of the interaction region 

between the solar wind and the local ISM 

Analysis of spectral characteristics of scattered Lyman-

emission in different lines of sight together with ki-

netic models of the hydrogen distribution in the helio-

sphere [8] will allow to infer parameters of the local 

ISM (hydrogen density, direction of the interstellar 

flow, geometry of the magnetic field), their possible 

temporal variations and study properties of the helio-

spheric boundary. 

4. Observations and diagnostics of the Earth 

exosphere 

The geocorona refers to the Lyman- light scattered 

from the cloud of hydrogen atoms surrounding Earth 

known as the exosphere. From the Moon orbit it will be 

possible to observe full high resolution maps of the 

geocorona during  relatively short periods of time. In-

tensity maps together with spectral measurements ena-

ble to determine the hydrogen distribution (density and 

temperature) in Earth’s exosphere, its variations and 

the different effects and processes affecting this distri-

bution. 

5. Search for comets and determine their 

properties 

When a comet approaches to the Sun, a hydrogen cloud 

forms around it and scatters solar Lyman-emission. 

Observations of the sky in  Lyman- allows to locate a 

comet, determine the hydrogen density and its varia-

tion, water production rate, composition and structure 

of the comet and possibly bring some information on 

its origin. 
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